May 2019 Activity:

Construction: Mamont South 1 – Pad expansion complete-monitoring vegetation; Kuhns – Reclamation complete-monitoring vegetation; Hutchinson – Reclamation complete-monitoring vegetation; DeArmitt – Reclamation complete-monitoring vegetation; Gaut – Reclamation May 6-May 15; Shaw - Reclamation May 15-June 15

Drilling: No activity

Completions: Plugging Shaw1G

Facilities: No activity

Production: Installing plunger lift system on the Hutchinson pad

Midstream: Conducting final reclamation on the Shaw pipeline

Plugging: Actively plugging King Nugget orphan well found approximately 930’ north of the Shaw Pad – 40.506464, -79.572459. Will move to Gumbert #5 well to plug after King Nugget.